PURPOSE
1. *The Art of Gathering: How We Meet and Why it Matters* by Priya Parker
2. *Above and Below the Green Line* (NEP Article in folder)
3. Task/Maintenance of Groups: *Leadership & Design Collaboration Cards*

PRACTICES
1. **CASEL 3 Signature Practices Handbook** (in folder)
2. Practice 1: Welcoming/Inclusion Activities:
   a. *Sample Connection Questions*
   b. *Virtual Team Guide* - Transition Network (in folder)
   c. *Hand Gestures in a Virtual Meeting*
   d. Inclusion/Equity: *Effect of Pandemic on Women; Everyone is Home Right Now*
3. Practice 2: Engaging Strategies/Attentive Listening
   a. *Leading Change: Building our Collective Capacity* (in folder)
   b. *Facilitating Intentional Group Learning* (in folder)
   c. *Is This Thing On?* (in folder)
   d. *Constructivist Listening* (in folder)
   e. *The Listening Leader* by Shane Safir (HIGHLY Recommend!)
   f. *Equity Maps™*
4. Practice 3: Optimistic/Forward Facing Closure
   a. *Stockdale Paradox*
   b. *Dare to Lead™* by Brené Brown
   c. *The Art of Gathering: How We Meet and Why it Matters* by Priya Parker (pg.264)

PEOPLE, PEOPLE, PEOPLE
1. *Challenging Group Dynamic Thermometer* (in folder)
2. *Productive Group Dynamic Thermometer* (in folder)
3. *The Listening Leader* by Shane Safir (HIGHLY Recommend!)
5. *Trauma Informed Leadership* (in folder)
6. *Wellness Community Flyer* - Butte County Office of Education (in folder)
8. *How to be an Inclusive Leader in a Crisis* (in folder)

Many of these resources can be accessed in this shared Google folder.